
We have been discussing this for a long time. We proved once mandatory membership is 

voted out, the price of homes in the community soar. We have publicized that Mandatory 

Members are “captives” in Delaire, they have a lesser voice than non-residents and the 

mandatory members are forced to subsidize their membership so the board can maintain 

them at half dues, no initiation fees, with a free golf cart and storage. Zucker outstretched a 

“cock-and-bull story”, stating that non-residents contribute a $3400 benefit to each member. 

Doing the arithmetic we uncovered the following: 295 members (that is what was is left from 

326) @ $3400 per member produces $1,030,000 net. 55 non-resident member were 

accounted for when the “fairytale” came into being. @ $20,000 per member that would only 

add $1,100,000. Deducting servicing costs which they failed to do, possibly creates a negative 

to the bottom line. We have asked for written details, no response is a “confession of the 

misrepresentation”. “Property Devaluation” came about when Delaire was changed to semi-

private status by accepting non-resident members at half dues. The property losses are 

unsustainable. Zucker’s “fairytale” is just more “FALSE NEWS” by “GREENHORNS”. 

The board “fears” losing non-resident half dues paying members. Never concerning 

themselves about the full dues paying mandatory members they take for granted who are 

fleeing.  Dues and assessment increases are owed to the “doggedness of outbuilding” the 

competition that have larger memberships to absorb the increases. Read: Progress or 

Regression Once increases are invoked, mandatories with limited funds are forced to escape, 

the remaining have to make-up the shortfall, creating more of the same, known as the “CATCH 

22”.  “The captives pay and the bargain hunters play”.  Our board  refuses to recognize that 

“GOLF” is in DECLINE. That is one of the reasons we are promoting “Professional 

Management”. Professionals understand how to circumvent weakening. Our “Greenhorns” 

haven’t a clue how to run a self-sustaining operation. Only “FIRST TIER EXCLUSIVE CLUBS” run 

by Professionals will survive the downturn. Our board governs by using terror and 

punishments of captive members to keep them in line. Read: Poor Leadership will Destroy Us. 

There was no penalty for Herb Edelman, a non-resident member, whose son beat up a Delaire 

employee.  Brecker being a captive gets a “one year suspension and is forced to pay full dues 

and assessments” for telling the truth! That issue alone should lead to voting-out “Mandatory 

Rules”. First Tier Clubs like “BALLENISLES” engaged “TROON” a professional management 
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team. Member Novices recruited to govern the club is “PASSÉ”. There are too many clubs and 

too few seeking membership. We received a letter from a member’s daughter complaining 

that her 92 year old mother, a longtime member, is no longer able to participate in any 

function other than an occasional brunch. Being a mandatory member, she is forced to pay the 

massive dues. She has financial problems due to the costs for a 24/7 aide.  Associate members  

once got some relief, but their dues have been increased to the same as a mandatory 

member, while they offer half dues to non-residents, how does that make sense?  That is why 

Abandoning homes made sense!  

Read all about Mandatory Membership 

 Delaire POA members will be subjected to new increases to fix and maintain the neglected 

“Underground infrastructure”. Simultaneously the club board introduces a “New 5 year $8 

million dollar Strategic Plan”. Both situations signal dues and assessments increases to the 

membership. That starts a new “CATCH 22”. The daughter mentioned selling the home in the 

near future with mandatory membership is impossible. Having no interest in the club she will 

abandon the home which makes economic sense. Club and POA dues, real-estate taxes and 

maintenance amounts to $50,000 a year on older mortgage free houses. That is how we got to 

295 from the original 326. “Catch 22” is put in motion once new increases become reality. The 

board should have found a solution to keep “heirs” and mandatory members involved that no 

longer make use of the many features they are forced to pay. Non-residents get subsidized by 

the remaining captives who are dwindling as dues and assessments become more 

staggering. Delaire will wind up with mostly half paying dues members with an unsustainable 

dues structure. With too many clubs and interest in club life lagging, we better do something 

NOW. Read: The Signs Are All There Ignore At Your Own Peril       

 

MANDATORY MEMBERSHIP HAS DESTROYED 

 DELAIRE PROPERTY VALUES! 

 

THE TIME HAS COME TO VOTE MANDATORY RULES OUT! 
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